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Reviewer's report:
The objective of this manuscript was to determine the age-associated escalation
of Multiple Cardiovascular Risk Factors in young South Asian population. Overall
this paper appears well constructed and the methods suitably performed but
there is a scope for improvement in scientific writing and results presentation. I
have some serious concerns with the main study hypothesis and the derived
conclusions. The research hypothesis which is being tested is not clear and
apparent. In keeping with the given study hypothesis, this is not a novel study
and has been carried out in many previous studies in India as well as in migrant
South Asian populations living in the developed world. Increase prevalence of
CVD risk factors with age has been repeatedly reported in many cross sectional
as well as few longitudinal studies, even looking at impact of migration, life style
etc. Therefore the presented finding doesnt add any new knowledge to the
current understanding of conventional CVD risk characteristics amongst this
higher risk South Asian population.(Please see recent publications by JV Patel &
GYH Lip etc.. below ). However one suggestion would be to present the current
findings in a different angle including CVD risk scores, and compare these with
other South Asian and European Caucasian population. Moreover then the
authors have the valuable opportunity to follow this cohort over a period of time
to observe their actual CVD /CHD risk and validate or propose a more ethnicity
sensitive risk score for South Asians as majority of the current risk score under
estimate CVD risk amongst higher risk young South Asians
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